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1 Into duct ion.

This manual is meant to be a guide for beginners with RADWARE, it is not supposed to be a
definitive work, but rather, a beginners aid. It consists of the information required to set up the
programs in your own directory and examples of how to get started with the various programs. As
with most graphics/analysis programs the only way to become familiar is regular usage...suck it
and see! There are some useful screen dumps at the end of this manual which may be useful for
the beginner to show they're where they should be!

1.1 Conversion From DCP to RADWARE Fomat.
The RADWARE programs use a different spectrum and matrix format than DCP, ie. you can't use
DCP matrices and spectra with the various RADWARE utilities. Conversion programs written by
Aidan Byrne do exist in the Suserl: [gamma] account. To convert matrices from DCP to RADWARE
format (.mat files ) run [gamma]dcp-rad, to convert DCP spectra to RADWARE spectra (.spe files)
run [gamma]dcp-spe.

2 What is RADWARE.

RADWARE is David Radford's 7-ray analysis package which includes the programs SLICE, GF2
(aka 'gelifit') and ESCL8R ('escalator'). Also included are a number spectrum plotting (PLOT-
SPEC) and decay scheme drawing (GLS—Graphical Level Scheme) programs. The five main pro-
grams (which I use anyway!) perform the following functions

• SLICE is used to take gates and projections from matrices. The matrices must be VAX
format (ie. not DCP format).

• GF2 ((:• Med 'gelifit') is the graphical spectrum analysis program, and is also used to set the
'window' regions for the SLICE program to generate 1-d gates with.

• ESCL8R is the fancy program which uses a compressed version of the matrix with a back-
ground spectrum and a .spe (gf2 format spectrum) file which acts as a background level. You
input efficiency and energy calibration (.eff and .cal) files , then give it (using a .gls file) what
your guess at the level scheme is. It then compares the experimental spectra (gates) with a
theoretical spectrum you should see if your decay scheme is correct. It is a useful tool for
indicating where your decay scheme is incorrect.

• GLS is a graphical level scheme drawing program which allows you to easily move bands,
alter intensities etc, and it all happens infront of you on the screen.

• PLOTSPEC is the spectrum plotting programs which again is a graphical program (ie. you
can see what you are doing all the time). Labelling peaks has never been so easy!



3 Setting up RADWARE.
All the RADWARE programs reside in the directory, $USER1B:[GAMMA.RADWARE.NEW.DIST]
called RAD: from now on. These should be left there and if altered make sure you give the new
version a different name (ideally leave these well alone!) To set up all the RADWARE aliases (so you
just have to type in GF2, ESC, etc) put the command line $@$userlb:[gamma.radware.new.dist]commands
into your login.com in your top directory. Once again, leave this file alone, if you don't like the
names, copy a version into your own area and use your own one, but LEAVE the original.

4 Setting Gates and Looking at Spectra: SLICE and GF2.

4.1 Getting a Total Projection.

When starting off make sure your matrix is in RADWARE format (see section 2). To obtain total
projections of you matrix use the program SLICE. (You need to do this before you can set gates).

To do this you type
nucvs9> slice

the screen will then say

SLICE - a program to slice and/or project 4k by 4k gamma-gamma matrices.

The default extension for all spectrum files is .spe

D. C. Radford Feb. 1989.

Matrix file name = ? (return for matl.mat
,E to end)
(default .EXT = .mat)

you then type in the name of you RADWARE matrix (the default extension is .mat). You
will then be prompted as to whether you want to take slices (see later), type N for no; then for
projections, type Y. Off the program will go and take your projections giving you a running total of
channels projected (in bunches of 16). When all 4096 channels have been sliced, you will prompted
for names for the x and y projections (if you don't type and extension it will default to .spe.) Then
to leave the program type, E (or e) for exit.

4.2 Setting and Displaying Gates in GF2,

To get slices from your matrix you have to use a combination of the programs SLICE and GF2.
(GF2 help written by David Radford help is RAD:GF2.HLP). From SLICE, you have obtained
your total projection spectra, lets call these files, projx.spe and pfojy.spe for now. Within the GF2
program, you will create a .win file, which contains the information on where to put the gate and
what fraction of the peak to total, normalised to a background spectra (usually the total projection)
you will subtract. A .win file is in ASCII format arid looks like this



Chs 146 to 150 P/T = 0.0997 Energy = 147.567
Chs 168 to 173 P /T = 0.4052 Energy = 169.816
Chs 186 to 190 P /T = 0.3781 Energy = 187.004

This .win file is used in the SLICE programs to generate the gates (.spe files).
Here's exactly what to type!

nucvs9>gf2

this will bring up a white graphics screen resize the command window (the one you type the
commands into.) Click onto the command window to get the input focus there.

It will read

WELCOME TO GF2

Version 6.4 D.C. Radford Jan. 1992

Hit return to continue....

so you hit return!! There are then a number of default parameters for peak fitting, for a first go
just use the defaults (ie. keep hitting return). If you want to see what all these commans mean,
look in RAD:GF2.HLP. After you've hit return about 6 times you come to a screen which says,

The default extension for all spectrum file names is .spe
Type HE to type a list of available commands,
HE/P to print a list of available commands.

D. C. Radford April 1989.

Spectrum file or ID = ?

Don't put the spectrum file in yet, hit return again. This will make a graphical menu pop up.
Using the left hand mouse button, click on the bit you want. If you want to use the command line
format (ie. type in the commands) click the cursor on the COMMAND MODE, this will put the
'?' prompt on the input focus window. You are now in GF2 (horraayyy!!) To read in a spectrum,
(eg. the total projection when setting gates) type

?sp filename.spe

To display all of this spectrum type
?dsl

To expand this spectrum around a region of interest type
?ex

and define your limits using the left hand mouse button.



To set the gate and a signal/background ratio (defining how much of the total projection to subtract
from the gate) type
? si
you will be prompted for the name of a .win file. Once you have entered this filename.win, type

Use the left hand mouse button and the onscreen cursor to select the limits of the gate. The y
position will automatically set the background level. If you want to alter this (ie. subtract more
or less background you can edit the .win file later. Once you have set your gates, leave GF2 by (a)
clicking to exit GF2 on the pull down windows or (b) in the command window, type
?st
You will then be prompted as to whether you want to save or delete your .out file, unless you've
been fitting peak areas or something like that just hit d for delete.

The program only keeps one spetrum in its buffer at one time thus you need to use the ov (over-
plap) command when comparing spectra. Again, a full list of the commands is in RAD:GF2.HLP.

If you don't want to remember the commands, they are all in motif form in the GF2 program
so you can just click on them in the pull-down windows with the mouse.

4.3 Slicing a Matrix and Making Gates.

To slice the matrix use the program SLICE, eg,
Sslice

As when getting a projection, you will be prompted for a .mat (matrix) file. You will then be
asked if you want to take slices or not, answer Y and type in the name of your window (.win) file
that you created using GF2. You will then be prompted as to whether you want the gates on the
x or y axes or their sum. For an unsymmetrised matrix type S (unless you're doing some angle
dependent analysis such as DCOs or DSAM), for a symmetrised one type x. Now you will be asked
if you want the individual spectra you defined in your .win file or the sum of them all, for individ-
ual ones type N. You will be prompted for the generic name of the .spe spectrum files eg, cd for
cadmium. You get upto four alpha-numeric charaters, for x projections with the cd generic name,
the spectrum files will be eg cdxOOl.spe, cdx002.spe etc, (x=x-projections and the number= the
number of the gate in the .win file). You will then be asked if you want to subtract a background,
type y and input the filename of the total projection spectrum (.spe) file. You can have the .err
("error") spectrum also written out if you wish, These give you an idea of the statistical fluctuations
in the spectrum, normally type no for this. If all is ok you should then get a 'working...' message.

Here's what you type in, and what you should see on the screen.

nucvs9> slice

SLICE - a program to slice and/or project 4k by 4k gamma-gamma matrices.

The default extension for all spectrum files is .spe

D. C. Radford Feb. 1989.

Matrix file name = ? (return for matl.mat



,E to end)
(default .EXT = .mat)s34h31
Take slices ? (Y/N)y

Window file name = ? (default .EXT = .win)cdlO6
Take slices projected onto X,Y or Sum ? (X/Y/S)s
Would you like to add all these slices together
to form one spectrum ? (Y/N)
WARNING - if yes, you will NOT get the individual
spectra, but only the summed spectrum.N
Output file names will be NNNsOOl.spe etc...
...Please type NNN (up to 4 characters)temp
LOG file name = tempssli.log

Would you like to subtract background? (Y/N)y
Background spectrum file name = ?S34h31x
The program can write out error spectrum files
with the extension .err...
Would you like to have these files written? (Y/N)n
Working...
Take projections? (Y/N) N
Take projections? (Y/N)n Matrix file name = ? (return for s34h.31.mat
,E to end)
(default .EXT = .mat)e

Well done, you should have some gates now. You will also (hopefully!) have created a .log file
with all the gate names and energies etc. This should look like this,

Program SLICE log file
Matrix file name = s34h31.mat
Window file name = cdlO6.win
Slices projected onto x-axis.
Background spectrum s34h31x.spe
subtracted.

Output File = cd6x001.spe - chs 146 to 150 Energy = 147.567
Output File = cd6x002.spe - chs 168 to 173 Energy = 169.816

4.4 Summary of Commands in GF2.
Here's a list of the most used commands in GF2, for all the extras online, type 'he' in GF2.



as
de
dsl

ds 1 3
dw
ec
ex
ft
he
nxyy
ov 2 3
pf
rdl
rd
sc
si
st
sp <.spe filename >
su
wi
ws
xOXX
yO yy

Add Spec, adds part of a .spe file to the one in the buffer.
divide spectrum by efficiency.
displays spectrum
puts all of spectrum on bottom third of screen
display windows shows you where you set the gates.
Energy Calibration, just give linear coefficients.
expand view (use cursor)
fit peaks
HELP!!!
plots YY channels after channel XX
overlays new spectrum in middle third of screen
"peak find" labels peaks in your displayed spectrum.
ReDraws the entire
ReDraws the displayed portion of the screen
set counts, gives background level, need this for ESCL8R (see later).
slice start window file (.win)
stop ie. leave program
read file into GF2
sum number of counts between two channels
use cursor to set windows.
Write Spectrum (writes out manipulated eg. summed) spec.
minimum value of x on display scale
minimum value of y on display scale

5 Calibrations, .CAL and .EFF files.

You will need both efficiency and energy calibrations for ESCL8R and GF2 analysis.
The efficiency (.eff) and energy (.cal) calibration files which ESCL8R and GF2 use do not have a

standard ASCII format. These can be obtained in a number of ways, either by using the programs
EFFIT and ENCAL or by using Tibor Kibedi's CALIB program and using the CALIB_A.SCII
program to create an ASCII (ie. text) version of the calibration files which you can edit manually.

The efficiency parameterisation used in RAD WARE has the following form. If eff is the relative
efficiency, at low energies

while at higher energies

Ineff = A + Bli£*- + C{li&-
E E

Ineff =

where the constants Ei and E2 have the values 100 keV and 1 MeV respectively and the param-
eter C is usually set to zero. G is defined as the interaction parameter between the two (h r1. *nd
low energy) efficiency curves. The large value for G the sharper the turn over.

The complete functional form of the efficiency funtion is given by,



eff = exp({{A + Bx + Cx2)~G + {D + Ey

where

I =

and

5.1 Efficiencies Using EFFIT.
Within RADWARE the program EFFIT will calculate the fitted parameters A-G and produce a
.eff file. To use this program you need a Source INput (.sin) file. EFFIT is a graphical interface
type program so you can see the quality of the fit to your measured efficiency, infront of your very
eyes! You need a .sin input file with the same format as demol.sin and demo2.sin in the directory
$USER1B:[GAMMA.RADWARE.NEW.DIST].

The first line is a title, then there are 9 columns of input data. The first column refers to a data
set (eg 152Eu or 133Ba should have different numbers). The second and third columns correspond
to the measured centroid and it's error in channels numbers. The fourth and fifth columns are the
measured number of counts in the source peak and its error. Columns six and seven refer to the
actual transition energy (in keV) and its error with columns eight and nine being the relative in-
tensity and error of that transition in the source. You can make copies of demol.sin and demo2.sin
for you own directories. You would need to alter the values for the channel number and error of
the source peak and the number of counts and it's error each time you do a new calibration. An
example of a 152Eu source .sin file is given on the next page.



TMEUHS.STO EU152.SOU TM 159 EU152 HIGH SPIN CALIBRATION

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

243.32
489.32
591.92
688.63
735.64
822.36
888.08
977.32
1128.04
1357.09
1377.16
1557.84
1734.76
1928.10
2010.13
2224.01
2425.80
2598.16
2816.14

0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.06
0.01
0.05
0.07
0.02

2717893.
561714.
27672.
1472578.
45944.
106911.
139432.
16996.
19296.
15730.
27067.
361498.
106371.
341735.
17356.
282247.
27494.
29592.
352670.

2248.
1110.
375.
1641.
402.
522.
574.
514.
454.
242.
357.
968.
609.
973.
380.
1050.
447.
670.
2272.

121.71
244.62
295.93
344.24
367.75
411.16
443.96
488.67
564.09
678.50
688.63
778.92
867.38
964.15
1005.62
1112.12
1212.98
1299.10
1408.01

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.04
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01

13620. 160.
3590. 60.
211. 5.
12750. 90.
405. 8.
1070.
1480.
195.
236.
221.
400.
6190.
1990.
6920.
310.
6490.
670.
780.

10.
20.
2.
5.
4.
8.
80.
40.
90.
7.
90.
8.
10.

10000. 30.

If you can't remember the energies and relative efficiencies of the various radioactive sources,
there are a collection of .sou (source) data files kept in $USER1B:[GAMMA.RADWARE.NEW.DIST].
These include the 152Eu and 133Ba data sets. The EFFIT program will automatically generate a .eff
file (ie. you don't need to make a .aef file and convert it using CALIB_ASCII). To run the program
EFFIT, just type

nuvcs8>EFFIT

This will bring up a graphics window and a commands window. Hit return once and you will be
prompted for the name of a .sin file with the efficiency calibration information in. Just for a try use
the demol.sin file (133Ba). You will be prompted to type the number of fixed parameters for the
fit, just hit return here, this will bring up the ? prompt (as in GF2). If you're stuck here and can't
remember what to do, just type 'he' and this will bring up the online help and list of commands.
To fit your data points, type

?ft
You'll be prompted as to how many iteration you want the fit to run over, the default is 50 (ie.
loads!) , so hit return. When the fit has finished it list the fitted parameter values on the command
window. To see how good the fit is on the graphics display, first display the data points, ie. type

?dd
then to display the fit, type

?df



To write the fitted parameters to disk in the form of a .eff file, type

?wp
To exit the program type 'stJ as usual.

5.2 Energy Calibrations Using ENCAL.
For energy calibration, to generate a .cal file using a .sin input file, use the program ENCAL (energy
calibration). You input the .sin file and tell what order polynomial (upto 5 but usually linear will
do) and it spits out the coeefficients for your .cal file.

(Note that this decsription is the lazy man's option! You could read your calibration spectrum
in GF2 format and generate the .cal and .eff files as described in RAD:GF2.hlp).

5.3 The CALIB_ASCII Program.
This enables you to change a .eff or .cal file into a .aef or .aca file and visa versa. The .aef and .aca
files are in simple ascii format and can be altered simply by editing them. For example.

nucvs8>run$USERlB:[GAMMA.RADWARE.NEW.DIST]CALIB_ASCII

Utility for efficiency and energy calibration
file conversion to/from ASCII....

Accepts file extensions .eff, .cal, .aef and .aca.

D.C. Radford August 1991.

Input file = ? (rtn to end)alf.eff

EFFIT PARAMETER FILE 13:50:10
0.63885059E+01 0.39586702E+00 O.OOO00O00E+00 0.50833349E+01 -.86587924E+00
-.29265215E-02 0.34363773E+02 0.10000000E+03 0.10000000E+04 0.51326351E-02
Default filename = alf.aef
Output ASCII file = ? (default .EXT = .aef)
Input file = ? (rtn to end)

This will produce an ascii efficiency file (.aef) which has the following format: The first 7 numbers
in the above example are the coefficients A, B, C, D, E, F and G respectivley (see above). The
eighth number (0.100E+03) is the energy at which the low energy efficiency has the value A. The
ninth number (0.1E+4) is the energy at which the high energy efficiency has the value D and the
tenth number (0.5132E-02)is an estimate of he relative error on the efficiency.

To change a .aef file into an .eff file which ESCL8R and GF2 can read, type,

nucvs8>run$USERlB:[GAMMA.RADWARE.NEW.DIST]CALIB-ASCII

10



and enter the .aef file name. The program will create a .eff file with the default name the same
as the .aef file.

Similarly, to alter the energy calibration, use CALIB_ASCII to reformat a .a> a file to a .cal file.
A simple .aca file looks like this

ENCAL OUTPUT FILE i

1 0.00000000000OD+00 0.100000000000D+01 O.OOO00OOO00O0D+00
O.OO000OO00O00D+O0 O.OO00OO00O000D+OO 0.O00O0O0OOO0OD+00

5.4 From FITEK to .AEF Files.
Tibor Kibedi has modified his C ALIB program so that it will give you an ASCII format .aef file which
you can convert to a .eff file by running $USER1B:[GAMMA.RADWARE.NEW.DIST]CALIB_ASCII.
Just do the calibration in the usual way usin& FITEK to get the .fit files for the 152Eu source.

6 Drawing Level Schemes using GLS Files.

6.1 Getting Started,
GLS stands for graphical level scheme. It enables you to draw a level scheme using the mouse and
cursor. You need a .gls file within ESCL8R to tell the program what you think the decay scheme
is. To run GLS type

nucvs8> gls

You will be prompted to input a .gls file, if this is your first time you will have to create one,
just hit return. You will prompted for the Z (proton number) of the nucleus (for the conversion
coefficients, and the ground state spin and parity of the first band as well as a name for it. When
you do this the graphics window (the big white one!) should show a picture of the ground state of
your new band! You will then be hit with the prompt

Next command?

To start off with, the most used commands are ab (add gammas to top of band), al (add level)
and ag (add gamma-ray). When starting off type ab, you will be prompted to identfy which band
you want to add the gammas (assumed to be E2 transitions) to. Just click on the level you want to
add the levels to and you will be prompted for gamma-ray energies. When you have finished type
RD1 which will redraw the decay scheme. FP (change figure parameters) will resize the display for
you if you're running out of space on a page.

To add a side/new band, type AG (add gammas) or AL (add level). Both of these will define
a new level which can be used as a bandhead from which the AB (add gammas to top of band)
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command can be use to string up a bunch of E2s (see below for strongly coupled bands). You'll
be asked to select an initial level. For a previously undefined level or band type N (for new level).
You will then be asked a band for the new initial level, use the left hand mouse button to click on
the NEW BAND label in the graphics window. Then you will ask the name you want for the new
band and asked for a final level for the new gamma to decay to. Next, you will be prompted for a
gamma-ray energy (defining the energy of the new level/band) and a multipolarity (eg E1,E2,M1
etc). If you want to change these you can use the EG (edit gammas) command, or for a whole band
type EB (edit band). Once you have set a new level, type x to bring back the command prompt.
When drawing strongly coupled bands draw the two signatures separately (use AL 'add levels' to
create the two band heads) and then draw in the dipoles using the AG ('add gammas') command.

6.2 Summary of GLS Commands.
Here's a list of the most used commands within GLS.

AB
AG
AL
DB
DG
DL
EB
EG
EL
EX
FP
GB
HC
LB
LG
LL
MB
MG
ML
MO
RD
RD1
SG
ST
XG

add gammas to top of band in level scheme
add gamma to level scheme
add level to level scheme
delete band from level scheme
delete gamma from level echeme
delete level from level scheme
edit parameters of band(s) in level scheme
edit parameters of gamma(s) in level scheme
edit parameters of level(s) in level scheme
expand level scheme display using cursor
modify default figure parameters
move in-band gammas of bands using cursor
generate postscript level scheme figure
move labels of all levels in bands Using cursor
move labels of gammas using cursor
move labels of individual levels using cursor
move band in level scheme using cursor
move gamma in level scheme using cursor
move level between bands using cursor
move level scheme display using cursor
redisplay level scheme
redisplay entire level scheme
swap ordering of gammas feedifig/deexciting levels
stop and exit program
examine gammas in level Scheme

6.3 Getting a Post-script Hardcopy,
To create a .ps file of you beautifully drawn decay scheme, within the gls program, type



Next command? he

You'll be prompted for a name for the .ps output file and asked whether you want to add a title
and where you want to stick it (ooeeer missus!) To put in superscripts use the {u...} format, eg.
106Cd would be typed in as {ulO6}Cd. You will also be asked if you want to put the excitation
energy scale in the figure. To print out the figure, leave GLS using the ST (stop) command and
then print the .ps file you just created on the laser printer as usual (ie $print/queue=nuclaser_ps
filename.ps).

7 ESCL8R

7.1 What you Need.
To run the ESCL8R program on the vax cluster you need (1) a symmetrised 4k by 4k matrix,
(2) efficiency and energy calibration files (3) a backround spectrum (gained using the GF2 'set
counts' command) and (4) a GLS (Graphical Level Scheme) file which contains the decay scheme
information in it.

To begin with you require a symmetrised matrix (.mat) file and a special type of background
.spe file which defines the background level. This is generated by modfying the total projection in
the GF2 program.

7.2 Creating the Background Pile.
To create the background spectrum required by ESCL8R to perform the background subtraction,
run GF2 and read in the total projection of the 4k by 4k matrix. Then use the set counts (SC
in command mode) option to define with the cursor the background level of the total projection.
Use the left hand mouse button to click between two points, a line will be drawn on the spectrum
between these two points, corresponding to the background level.

If you now type display the spectrum again (use either the pull down menus or type £ds' or 'dsl'
in command mode), the spectrum will be cut off above the line you have just drawn. Note that the
spectrum name in the top left hand corner of the display window will now have the .mod extension,
this stands for 'modified' spectrum. When you have done this for the entire 4k channels of the
spectrum write the .mod spectrum out again either using the pull down menus or 'ws' if you're in
command mode. This modified spetrum is the 'background spectrum' you will be asked for when
you initialise the ESCL8R program (see later).

7.3 Starting Up ESCL8R for the First Time.
To run the program ESCL8R type in
nucvs9> esc

This should put up three windows on your workstation. The grey one is a command file win-
dow, the square graphics screen on the left hand side of the screen is where the decay scheme
display goes (using a GLS file) and the bottom graphics window is where the experimental and
theoretical spectra (and their comparison) go.

13



The command file window will have the following text on it

ESCL8R GLS Version 1.0 D. C. Radford March 1993

Welcome....

GLS level scheme file = ? (default .EXT = .gls)
(rtn to create new file)

If you haven't yet created a .gls file for your proposed levels scheme hit return, if you have one
enter it's name.
Assuming this is your first time and you've not got a .gls file, hit return you will prompted as below,

Atomic number (Z) of nucleus to be studied = ?

This is so the program can work out intensities including internal conversion (note you can al-
ter mixing ratios of M1/E2 transitions using 'edit gammas').
You will then be prompted for the ground state spin and parity of the nucleus you are studying as
well as a name for the ground state band. The prog will then prompt you for a name for the .gls
(level scheme) file you are creating.

You now have to give the program the experimental coinicidence data in the form of a compressed
matrix (.esc) file with an efficiency and energy calibration. The nominal compression means that
the .esc file is compressed to 2 keV/channel.

If you have already created a .esc file input its name. If not, you will be prompted to hit return
to create one. You will be asked for the name of the symmetrised 4k by 4k matrix (.mat) file which
contains the original sorted data. The default name for the new .esc file is the same as that for
the .mat file, if you want to use different names this is not a problem. When you enter the name
you want for your .esc file, the program goes about compressing the .mat file. It then prompts
you for the energy calibration (.cal) and efficiency calibration (.eff) files. You will then be asked
some questions regarding your peak shape. Initially just take the default values, you can fit peaks
later with ESCL8R. (The form of the peak fitting algorithm is given in RAD:gf2.hlp). Toe take the
default values hit return.

No you will be asked for the .spe total projection file of the .mat file you used to create the
compressed (.esc file) matrix from and the total backpround spectrum (again a .spe file) which you
created from the total projection file within GF2 using the "set counts' option. One you have done
all this you are ready to start ESCL8ting!!!

Here's an example of a standard 'first' input in ESCL8R.

ESCL8R GLS Version 1.0 D. C. Radford March 1993

Welcome....

GLS level scheme file = ? (default .EXT = .gls)
(rtn to create new file)
Atomic number (Z) of nucleus to be studied = ?48
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Ground state spin = ?0
...Parity = even? (Y/N)y
Name for ground band = ? (1-8 characters)gsb
Name for new GLS level scheme file = ?
(default .EXT = .gls, rtn to quit)temp
Compressed matrix data file = ? (default .EXT = .esc)
(rtn to create new file)

Compressed matrix data file preparation routine...

You will need:
4k x 4k channel SYMMETRIZED gamma-gamma matrix
(should NOT be background-subtracted);
Total symmetrized matrix projection and background;
A gate (.win) file with gates set on bkgnd chs in the E2-bump region;
The summed X-gate spectrum from this gate file (with no bkgnd sub.);
A background spectrum for this E2-gated sum spectrum;
Efficiency (.efF) and energy (.cal) calibration files;
and parameters to define the FWHM, and R and BETA peak shapes,
as a function of ch. no. (see GF2 for details).

Matrix file = ? (default .EXT = .mat)
s34h31

Name for new compressed data file = ?
(rtn for s34h31.esc
,default .EXT = .esc)temp

Compressing matrix to new file temp.esc
Row 4088
Energy calibration file = ? (default .EXT = .cal)one
Efficiency parameter file = ? (default .EXT = .eff)alf

The parameters R and BETA define the shapes of the peaks.
The peak is the sum of a gaussian of height H*(l-R/100)
and a skew gaussian of height H*R/100, where BETA is
the decay constant of the skew gaussian (in channels).

R is taken as R = A + B*x (x = ch. no.)
Enter A,B (rtn for default: A=10., B=0.)
BETA is taken as BETA = C + D*x (x = ch. no.)
Enter C,D (rtn for default: BETA = FWHM/2)
he fitted peak widths are taken as:
FWHM = SQRT(F*F + G*G*x + H*H*x*x) (x = ch. no. /1000)
Default values are: F = 3.00, G = 1.41, H= 0.00
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Enter F,G,H (rtn for default values)
Use enhanced background from E2-bump gates? (Y/N)
Total projection spectrum file name = ?s34h31x
Total background spectrum file name = ?s34h31b

H NORM Scaling factor = 0.378E+03

7.4 Setting Gates and Starting Level Schemes.
Once you have set up the program you should have a total projection spectrum at the bottom of
the screen and a bare (apart from the ground state level) decay scheme window. First of all, click
on the edges of the windows with right hand mouse button to resize them so you can see all three
of them at once.

Using the mouse, click and hold down the left hand button on the GLS window under the
'BANDS'.
Drag the mouse down to the 'add gammas to top of band' command, (note that this command is
now written on the top line of the GLS window, this is to let the user know what command the
program thinks it's supposed to be performing.)
You will be prompted to select the band to which you want to add the gamma too. Use the left
hand mouse button to click on this in the GLS window.
No, go down to the spectrum window and click on the lowest lying (ie. most intense) line. This would
be the 2+ —»-0+ transition for an even-even (if you've got an odd-A nucleus and you lowest/strongest
line is a dipole don't worry you can use the 'edit level' command in the 'levels' menu to change this
later.)
The transition should now appear in the GLS file as a quadrupole with the correct energy.

Now using the mouse, click and hold down under the 'GAMMAS' heading on the GLS window.
Pull the mouse down to the 'examine gates with cursor' command. This is the command which you
wil use most in ESCL8R, it selects and display the experimental and theoretical gates.
To put a gate on you most intense transition, just click once with the left hand button on the
transition in the GLS decay scheme window.
A gate on this transition should appear in the lower of the three sections of the spectrum window.
The middle spectrum is the difference between the experimental gate and the theoretical spectrum
deduced from the given decay scheme and efficiency files. Since we are only starting off this should
have a lot of peaks in it (all corresponding to lines not yet accounted for in the decay scheme). The
top most specrtum is a 'residuals' spectrum with the error in standard deviations of the unassigned
peaks. This is useful for telling whether weak peaks are real transitions or statistical background
fluctuations.

No go back to the 'BANDS' menu and use the 'add gammas to top of band' to add on a number
of transitions which you associate with the yrast band, with the lowest lying ones first. Each time
you click on a transition in the spectrum, you should see a corresponding line appear in the decay
scheme window.

When you've put in the first few yrast band lines, go back to the 'GAMMAS' menu and pull
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down the 'examine gates with cursor' menu.
To look at any gate, click with the left hand buUon on either (a) the line in the GLS window or
(b) the peak in the spectrum below.
To look at the sum of two or more gates, click on the first one with the left hand button and the
second (and third etc.) with the middle mouse button.

The right hand mouse button is used to identfy where a particular gamma-ray lies in the spec-
trum. Click with the right hand mouse button on a line in the GLS decay scheme window and its
position will be shown by two parallel black markers on the spectrum window.

7.5 Getting Intensities in ESCL8R.
Once you have drawn up your initial guess at the decay scheme in the GLS window, you need to
get the correct intensities to (1) check the ordering of 7-rays in a cascade and (2) do a realistic
comparison with the experimental spectrum. You can get intensity (and energy sum) fits within
ESCL8R. Using the left hand mouse button, click and hold down the mouse on the Fit menu at
the top of the GLS screen within ESCL8R. Pull the mouse down to the Fit Both intensities and
Energies.

On your level scheme, use the left hand button to click on the transition you think is the bottom
most transition in a cascade (ie. one where all the intensity flows through). Note that the intensity
you get is (1) a gamma-gamma intensity from the correlated events in the matrix, thus you have to
input your own value for the bottom most transition (or one with no feed out) and (2) the intensities
are efficiency corrected and take into account internal conversion.

To add in those transition which you wish to measure the intensity of, click with the middle
mouse button (on the GLS screen). If you want to fit an entire band, click with the right hand
mouse button.

You may be asked in the command screen as to whether you wish to include a weak gamma-ray
in a fit, if you do type 'Y' in the command screen (NB. don't forget to change your input focus
by clicking with the mouse on the command window). When you have selected the gammas you
want in the fit, hit the 'x' button (while you input focus in on the GLS screen). Your focus will
automatically shift to the command window and you should be promped as to have many iteration
you wish for the fit, just hit return for the default value (2).

The flashing black cusror at the bottom of the screen means the fit is progressing. Once the
fit has finished, you wil be prompted within the command window as you whether you want to
print and save the fitted energy and intensity values. When you have finished and saved the fitted
intensity and energy values, you can 'examine gates with cursor' and the comparison will be made
with the new fitted intensity.

To get a print out of the fitted energies/intensities, exit the program using the 'files' menu. In
the command menu, type 'y' to exit and 'S' to save the output file. The energy/intensity data are
written into the ASCII file ESCL8R.out.

7.6 Summary of ESCL8R Commands.
Below is a summary of what lies under each of the headings within the pull down menus within the
x-motif version of ESCL8R.
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Files.

Create Postscript Hardcopy
Write Gate as GF2 spectrum file
Excecute command file
Change Energy/efficiency calibs
Change 2-D background
Change peak shape/width
Renormalise Gates:Scheme
Exit Program

Gives .ps file of decay scheme (GLS file)
allows .esc 'gate' to be written out as .spe file

allows you to change .eff or .cal input
allows you to input new background file
changes peak shape parameters in ESC

exit

Display.

Zoom in
Zoom out
Redraw Level Scheme
Redraw Entire Level Scheme
Expand Level Scheme or Spectra
Change Figure Parameters

zoom in area of level scheme (gls) display
zoom out in level scheme (gls) display
Refresh GLS display
Refresh display and show all
use cursor for limits in either display window
alter GLS display size

Bands.

Add Gammas to top of band
Delete Band
Edit Band
Move Band
Move labels of levels in band
Move gammas inside band

add E2 transitions with cursor to band in GLS file
delete band in GLS display
change spin, energy, name etc. of band in GLS file
move x position of band in GLS display

change order of gammas in an E2 cascade in GLS file

Gammas.

Add Gammas
Delete Gammas
Edit gammas
Move Gammas
Move Labels of gammas
Reorder gammas in/out of levels
Examine gates with cursor

add gamma-ray to GLS file (give initial and final energy and spin)
delete gammas from decay scheme
eg change energy, mulitpolarity, mixing ratio etc.
move x position of gammas in GLS display
eg. out of the way of other levels/gammas
swap ordering of gammas
use this to check exp. gates with theory...V.IMP!
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Levels.

Add Levels
Delete Levels
Edit Levels
Move Level Between Bands
Move labels of levels

add new state to GLS display
remove
change

eg. out

state from GLS display
eg spin/energy of state

of way of other gammas/levels

Fit.

Fit
Fit
Fit
Fit
Fit

intensities of gammas
Energies of gammas
both energies and intensities
Level Energies
Peak Width parameters

click on gammas
click on gammas
do both!

fit these

and
and

autofits
fit their

their coinc intensity
energy

Spectrum.

Examine gates with cursor
Take Full Projection
Show Two Gates (stacked)
Show only one gate
Redraw spectrum
Redraw full spectrum
Expand level scheme or spectrum
Change x-axis xO,nx
Change y-axis yO,ny
move x-axis up
move x-axis down

compare gate (also see Gammas).
of backg. subtracted, 2 keV per channel
show two gates at once for comparison
default, use to undo "show two gates"
refresh spectrum window
shows all of spectrum window (ie from 0 4000 chs)
as in 'Gammas'
similar to GF2 command, changes x-axis on spec display
ditto for y-axis

GateLists.

Create/edit list of gates
sum list of gates
examine list of gates
read list file
write list file

creates list of gates (eg in one band to look at)
takes gates of all gammas in list and adds them up
shows intensity, energy, band and spin for gating trans.
reads in .lis file with gate energies
write out list of gammas into .lis file
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Info.

Set up peak find on spectrum display
Call cursor on Sp. display.
Set gate limit on cursor
Sum counts with cursor
Check for enegy Sums with Cursor
Help on Commands

labels peaks on displayed spec.
click with Cursor to get info on peaks.
use cursor to set limits for gamma-gamma gate.
sums counts between cursor defined channels.
Cursor defined gammas, shows sum and diff.
summary of help

8 Plotting Spectra, PLOTSPEC and PSEDIT.
To make a pretty plot file of a spectrum (.spe) file you need to run three programs, PLOTSPEC,
PSEDIT and PSPLOT. A full write up of the help on these programs lies in RAD:plotspec.hlp,
below is just a quick example.

8.1 PLOTSPEC and .psc Files.
PLOTSPEC is a quick way of creating the long and involved .psg files which you need to run psedit
in. Once you have used PLOTSPEC a few times you realise that most PLOTSPEC input file (.psc
file) are very similar and do not require much editing (apart from changing the spectrum!) PLOT-
SPEC requires a input command file input ( a .psc file) such as the one listed below.

c4 5 2

s BAND2.SPE
50 400 50 250
20 2048 0 0
x, "Edgg (keV)" 2 1.0 0
xt, "" 1
y, "Counts" 2 1 0
yr,"" l

The first line (C 4 5 2) provides the program with character sizes in the x and y directions and
the axis tick length (in arbitrary units).
The second line (S BAND2.spe) tell the program what the spectrum to be drawn is called. S (which
is the shortened version of SLIN) will plot the spectrum with a linear y scale, SLOG instead of S
will plot on a log scale.
The next line contains the position of the display on the page. The order of the numbers is xmin,
xlength, ymin, ylength in 'figure units (?)' . In the example .psc file given above, the bottom left
hand corner of the picture will be at (50,50) and will be 400 units long and 250 units high. The
next line (20 2048 0 0) gives the x and y scales, in the format xmin, xnum (in channels), ymin,
ynum. Setting ymin and ynum to 0 will autoscale the figure to the highest peak displayed.
The line, x, "Edgg (keV)" 2 1.0 0 gives the labelling and calibration for the x-axis (similarly the
line, y, "Counts" 2 1 0 for the y-axis.
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Xt and yt put ticks at the top and right hand side of the display also.
You now have a .psc file!

When you have a .psc file you then type

nucvs7>PLOTSPEC

you will be prompted for the name of your .psc file and asked for the output name for you ,psg
file.

To try out the program, in the RAD directory there is a .psc file called DEMOJPLOTSPEC.PSC;1.
Copy a version of this to a different name (eg. temp.psc) look at and run plotspec using this file.
You will create a .psg file which is a list of all the labels in the spectrum files (eg. tick, channels
numbers, counts and later one peak marks.)

8.2 PSEDIT and .psg Files.
When you have got this far, you can run the program PSEDIT which is a graphical interface la-
belling program (ie you can see where you are putting the labels).
To run this program, type,

nucvs7>PSEDIT

A graphics window will appear and you will prompted for the name of the .psg file in the
command window. Put your input focus on the command window by clicking on it and type in the
name of the .psg file you just created (temp.psg) using PLOTSPEC.
The spectra you want to plot should appear on the graphics screen.
To label a peak use the right hand mouse button and click on the Label Peaks w/Cursor menu
option.
You will be prompted as to which spectrum you want to put this label in and asked the calibration
whether you want the label to come up vertically or horizontally and the size.
When you have set all these options, just take the mouse and click with the left hand button on
the peak you wish to label.
You will be prompted for what you wish the label to be, the default will he the energy of the peak
(obtained using the calibration you just gave).
To get out of this option, hit x.
To remove a label, click with the left hand mouse button on the 'labels' menu and then on the
'delete labels' option, then click on the label you wish to remove from the graphics screen.
To save the .psg file with you new labels in hit the 'exit program' option and and type 'yes' in the
command window.

8.3 PSPLOT and .ps Files.
To turn your .psg file into a postscript (.ps) file (ie one you can print out in the laser printer), run
the program PSPLOT. To do this just type,
nucvs9> psplot
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and you will be prompted for the name of your .psg label file. The program will then create a
.ps file with the default name the same as the .psg file.
You can change the x and y limits you wisn to plot if you wish, (just follow the prompts) and hit
E to end the program.
You can ghostscript the .ps file on the screen (just type gs and then the filename.ps) to see what
the printed output will look like.

9 Screen Dump Examples.

Some screen dumps of the various RADWARE programs running on the ANU vax cluster are shown
on the following pages.

Figure 1. GF2 screen output.

Figure 2. EFFIT screen output.

Figure 3. Set counts to create backgrouns spectrum for ESCL8R.

Figure 4. GLS screen output.

Figure 5. ESCL8R screen output.

Figure 6. PSEDIT screen output.
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